Internet of Things as Intimating for Pregnant Women’s Healthcare: an Impending Privacy Issues
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Abstract
Ingeniously, the innovations are taking place in current medical era, where IoT is a key and its related technology plays a dynamic role in pregnant women care taking inside hospital and outside. IoT ensure the effective and efficient care of pregnant women in any environment because intelligent tiny devices like RF-Tags, sensors are attached with pregnant women, and all the activities of pregnant women can be monitored by professional medical staff from anywhere and anytime. The usage of these advanced technologies in pregnant women care environment, absolutely eradicates the pregnancy complications and harmful incidents, but also increases privacy, religious, legal and societal problems. The purpose of this article is to discuss the usage of IoT in pregnant women healthcare environments and articulates endorsements to promote research then can guarantee that the pregnant women’s privacy is preserved.
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1. Introduction
Time and distance are crucial factors for pregnant women in critical situation. As we know that pregnant women’s they living in remote areas and they probable cannot receive immediate treatment during the emergency; because, in the remote areas there is the shortage of primary care providers (e.g. Gynecologist, Physician, specialist and nurses etc) and the closing of small healthcare centers have been problem identified in many remote areas [30, 31]. Some research has been undertaken and few techniques have been developed to remotely monitor the physiological condition of pregnant women through the sophisticated ultrasound machine. There are various ways to reduce the pregnancy complications and maternal deaths, and an important step is to select right technologies, methods and approaches to achieving this reduction [4], [6], [7, 8], [14], [20]. One such method is the utilization and involvement of smart IoT technology in pregnant women care taking.

As the fads of pregnant women healthcare entering into civic and pregnant women health concerned are steadily perfect, people need effective pregnant women healthcare system which make sure the excellence of care and eliminate the pregnancy complications, hazardous occurrences. Consequently, considerations of a remote pregnant women healthcare system are crucial and immediate, and IoT would be the most effective for its deployment. IoT offers the lot of prospects of determining pregnant women care taking system information about tagged pregnant women. With using IoT, real world pregnant women care taking actors can be merely identifiable, traceable, and monitorable. These things might be outfitted with gadgets such as Smart RFID tags, actuators, and sensing units. Internet of things enables pregnant women, Gynecologist, medical professional, specialist, nurses and points to be connected.
anytime and anywhere, with anything and anyone. In the area of remote pregnant women healthcare system enormous study work that has accomplished lot of desired outcomes, utmost particularly reflected in the numerous healthcares' smart technologies [11], [20].

![Figure 1. IoT Based Pregnant Women Healthcare System](image1.png)

The main actors in this system are pregnant women, gynecologist, body sensors and pregnant women electronic healthcare information databases with web server. Healthcare relevant information and events are sent via Wireless Body Sensor Network (WBSN) with Zigbee and Bluetooth to the pregnant women smartphone(Gateway), pregnant women EHCR in the distributed database through Internet; EHCRs can be accessed from anywhere and at anytime by gynecologist, pregnant women and other related healthcare actors are permitted to consult them.

![Figure 2. Potential of IoT in Pregnant Women Healthcare](image2.png)

Though, these cutting-edge technologies are still stay in the aviator phase, far away from the real functional usage.

This paper gives an overview; How efficacious involvement of IoT and its related technologies in pregnant women care taking environment? How could it be guaranteed that personal data of the pregnant women would certainly not collapse in the hands of aliens? Is the use of IoT complaint with HIPAA, AMA, and EUDPL? Will the use of IoT increase privacy, religious, societal & legal issues? And also expresses endorsements for advance research that could guarantee that the pregnant women’s privacy and religious, social self-respect are preserved.

2. IoT Deviations in Pregnancy Care

Internets of things technologies are making it possible for a healthcare organization to monitor the physiological condition of pregnant women prospective inside clinic and in home
anytime, anyplace from anywhere. Internet of Things has enormous in pregnant women healthcare system and medical service to improve pregnant women safety, healthcare services and also reform the future of our medicinal atmosphere, knowledge, economy and culture as a whole. However, the pregnant women privacy information problem has become a severe issue in the real pregnant women healthcare service environment [17-19], [24], [28]. IoT based applications may significantly progress clinic efficiency; they also may create privacy threats that harm pregnant women’s more than they benefit them. Additional, the privacy threats linked with IoT technologies are problematic to comprehend. When pregnant women’s private data is occupied, clinics must adhere to privacy principles that endorse the flow of complete information and permit patients to make rational choices when they choose to hospital IoT applications. Otherwise, IoT hospital technologies may be implemented in ways that do not serve pregnant women’s long term privacy interests [21-23].

In fact, IoT dramatically change the shape of pregnant women healthcare environment and make them effective, efficient because it covers a wide range of technologies including sensing, tagging, storage, networking, and computing, which together shape realistic complex cyber physical and social systems to sustenance smart healthcare applications [12, 13]. This posture, several challenges related to pregnant women privacy, admiration for authority, self-esteem and independence [9, 10]. IoT based PWHCS (Pregnant Women Healthcare System) is a system which offers information to users so they can analyze a physiologically condition of pregnant women’s inside hospital and outside and make decisions timely, system have the benefit of being able to amalgamation specific pregnant women information, do complex evaluations, and present the results to Gynecologist, Physician speedily anytime anywhere. System can contribute to improving different aspects of real time data accessing quality of pregnant women, for instance: completeness and timeliness. System can contribute to better monitoring the current status of pregnant women; they can generate reminders to ensure that planned actions are not elapsed. The complications of pregnancy stems facing in outside of hospital especially in rural areas. On the basis of recent report of the World Bank it declares that sixty percent of the young pregnant womens are belongs to remote regions [30, 31]. Substantiation suggests that rural locals have actually restricted access to healthcare and that rustic areas are underserved by healthcare physician. In the establishing and developed world, several remote citizens should get an appointment from the doctor in order to visit on time to reach hospital but sometime they get lets [30].

Women wellbeing in pregnancy period, delivery and the post-partum dated. The major causes of maternal morbidity and mortality include ovary infection, depression, high blood pressure, and obstructed labor [31]. IoT based pregnant women care taking system would greatly reduce the number of these needless deaths and also enhance the lifestyle of pregnant women and allow them to live in rural areas where there home town, because IoT devices are attached to pregnant women and all the activities can be monitored by doctors from anywhere and anytime so it gives the assurance of pregnant women safety [29]. Most of the new healthcare applications scratch the requirement for elucidations that safeguard peoples from religious and privacy hazards as a consequence of abuse and inappropriate use of these Internet of things smart applications [25-27]. The usage of IoT devices to monitor the physiological condition of pregnant women inside the hospital and outside, anytime, anyplace from anywhere this raises privacy invasive by Gynecologist, and physician. Protection of information and privacy of pregnant women’s is one of the key challenges in IoT. Lack of privacy measures will result in reduced acceptance among citizens and therefore is one of the motivating factors in the success of the IoT in the field of pregnant women healthcare.

Baseding on social demands, which are illustrated in the lawful requirements, personal privacy of people’ health care records is an extremely burning issue. Most of the regulations entitles the local as the owner of her clinical data and supplies her more rights compared to anybody else on her clinical records. This recommends that it is required to get consensus from pregnant women, when her clinical documents are accessed for any type of objective [15, 16]. The question is why personal privacy of clinical information is so important and crucial? Considering that, Privacy is in the attributes of humans, and it provides the human a psychological fulfillment and a sensation of self-confidence and social wellness, if they could restrict accessibility to their individual illness record according to their inclinations. People might have mental, emotional, psychological, or sex-related ailments, and they would not such as to subject those problems to others. It is claimed that A Health problem is affixed to an
Abnormality”. People can stay away from opting for treatment if they are afraid that their disease, problem would certainly be subjected to others including friends, family members and coworkers. So the pregnant women privacy is the key success factor of IoT in healthcare issues, religious, ethical issues. It is fact that pregnant women essential medical information belongs to the stringent privacy territory of the pregnant women. In the 2009 released investigated report of AMA regarding the Radio frequency identification (RFID) gadgets used in medical area might save the life of patients in critical state and also make them more relax and comfortable [1-3], [25], [28]. The American medical association endorses that during the permission process for RFID implantation, clients ought to be informed of clinical suspicions associated with these gadgets. Though, health plan makers and physicians should comprehend that RFID tools, unlike various other kinds of medical modern technology, must an effect after patient's personal privacy that expands far past the clinical sector. Through an inserted RFID gadget, patients could be tracked by anyone making use of a common RFID reader. “The permission procedure needs to offer this danger plainly, and the AMA needs to modify its report to specifically address this uncommon risk” [12], [18, 19]. The United states FDA (Food and Drug Administration) authorized in 2004 the initial passive RFID tags particularly planned for human implantation. Human implanted passive RFID tools that recognize patients can additionally have important wellness details [4], [23] The tags are mostly visualized for patients with major conditions, such as brain hemorrhage condition, persistent obstructive lung illness, diabetic issues, stroke problem are implanted into clients with clinical tools such as endoscopy capsule, stents. These gadgets having smaller size such grain of rice, and could be easily injected in skin or implanted in body of the patients. The injected and implanted RFID gadgets offer an effective access to critical informations for people yet this crucial clinical detail goes also to the stringent privacy sphere of the patient.

3. Analysis of Privacy Concerns

It is fact that Internet of things and other advanced technologies have huge potential in pregnant women healthcare system and medical service to advance pregnant women safety inside the clinic and outside, healthcare services and also reforms the future of our medical atmosphere. Furthermore, the speedup privacy & ethical issues of pregnant women which we analyze in this section;

In such a smart system, where a pregnant women is completely eased with IoT technology, numerous hazard factors also ascend to her health information and health concerns, which are the component of pregnant women healthcare system.
3.1. Pregnant Women Caring Inside Clinics & Information Privacy Protection

The majority of the healthcare providers/organizations, merely concentrate on people passion regarding the modern technologies which were used in healthcare facilities for keeping track of the physiologically state of pregnant women's which were accepted in healthcare facility the pregnant women provides accord to the use of such applications. On the basis of authors analysis and present literature reveals that healthcare facilities does rule out a few of the standard rights of the people, the HI PAA precisely suggests that patients' personal privacy would be stressed, and this idea could be completely realistic to the whole wellness sector market in all over the world. In the EU medical data protection regulation of 1995 [15], [25, 26] the hospital must not gather medical data of the client that it is not require for the medical solution nor save the gathered info anymore after that stringent required for the facility it offers. Pregnant women healthcare inside the medical facility, the primary target is to monitor, gather and keep pregnant women's wellness information from different kinds of wearable gadgets, which are situated on the pregnant women, while in addition forward that information in to general-purpose computing devices- for a lot more advanced and complex processing. In the pregnant women health and wellness surveillance system, it would be guaranteed that the right Client is being detected, that information is forwarded out to the accurate health information systems, which first certified persons have accessibility to the sensing unit information, so the identity confirmation for people, Gynecologist, doctor and Healthcare facility health information database or data source is basis personal privacy need.

3.2. Pregnant Women Caring Outside Clinics & Information Privacy Protection

With the Rapid advancement of IoT, in-residence pregnant women healthcare monitoring is inexpensive and possible. Different kinds of very small sensors and RF-tags can be used at residence to keep track/monitor physiological parameters of pregnant women. Wearable gadgets, such as wrist-worn, bracelet, chest belt, vest belt, heart belt, and textile, woven and electronic sensors, seamlessly integrated in textiles through consumer electronics, embedded in stylish smart clothes( shirts, jackets etc.), and automated wristwatches to belt-worn personal digital assistants with a smart display unit. Through wearable devices healthcare providers/ medical professionals can effectively monitor the physiological parameters of pregnant women inside the home and outside and also save the life of pregnant women in emergency situation. Pregnancy stems experiencing in beyond medical facility particularly in rural areas from present Globe Bank stated that 60% of the adolescent pregnant women are from wilderness [23]. Proofs indicates that remote areas peoples have limited access to healthcare [16] and that wilderness are under served by healthcare physician [14]. In the establishing and developed globe, numerous rural locals need to travel times to get to care compared to their city equivalents [2]. The major reasons for maternal illness and death consist of ovary infection, unhappiness, high blood pressure, and obstructed labor [2]. Every day, 1500 women pass away due to problems in pregnancy, 10 thousands children daily pass away within the initial month of life and an approximately equivalent variety of infants are born dead [2] IoT based pregnant women care taking system would considerably lessen the number of these unnecessary deaths as well as augment the way of life of pregnant women and permit them to stay in rural areas where there residence town, since IoT devices are affixed to pregnant women and all the tasks can be kept an eye on by doctors from anywhere and anytime so it provides the assurance of pregnant women protection. These novel applications scratch the necessity for remedies that shield people from moral and privacy hazards as a consequence of abuse and misappropriation of these Internet of things applications. The problem will certainly be a lot more popular in future applications that make sure pregnant women health care outside healthcare facilities. IoT smart applications support the pregnant women to remain lengthier in her local atmosphere. These applications certainly mark this feasible in keeping an eye on the physical health condition of the pregnant women in her house, protect the life of pregnant women in pregnancy complications (e.g. pulse rate, blood pressure, body temperature, glucose/sugar level and hemoglobin). However also when the pregnant women provides authorization that a health professional and family-related & friend have accessibility of designed system it can likewise be thought about extremely personal privacy intrusive, feasibly captivating away the privacy as well as self-confidence of the pregnant women. No-doubt pregnant women certainly are capable to change the entire system.
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3.3. Is IoT Applications are Privacy Friendly?

Internet of things will certainly have a lot of applications in the medical domain, with the prospect of smartphone through Radio frequency identification tiny-sensor abilities as a platform for monitoring the pregnant women health vital signs and medication distribution. The benefit acquired in deterrence and reliable observing of ailments, verdict and offer speedy health measures in the serious pregnancy complications. Wearable, Ambient tiny sensors and smart gadgets could be deployed to store pregnant women medical informations that could protect a pregnant women’s life in serious conditions. From the foregoing study it could be determined that the IoT generates a great deal of prospects to rise the efficiency of pregnant women healthcare taking inside the hospital and outside, to rise the suitability for the pregnant women, to provide her the prospect to stay lengthier at residence, to decrease the period consumed in clinics for treatment surveillance, to rise the pregnancy diagnostic efficiency, enhance the healthcare services available for caretakers, to give the effective treatment to pregnant women at a minimum cost. Currently, in literature, privacy, religious, social, legal and ethical risks are vital challenges in IoT based pregnant women healthcare system. Absence of privacy measures will outcome in diminished acceptance among citizens and consequently one of the motivating reasons in the success of the IoT.

An impetuous instance that clarifies what could occur is the healthcare of pregnant women. Every Gynecologist, physician illuminates that defensive checkup and timely care are important to proliferation the strength level for pregnant women. Numerous researchs exemplify pregnancy complications proportions that are greater for some humanities such as Muslim women’s. The key cause for late treatment and illuminates the lesser chance for persistence. With the usage of IoT technology in pregnant women healthcare taking system this discovery is too significant. If these IoT based smart healthcare applications do not shelter privacy anxieties of the pregnant women’s the hazard occur that certain citizens fretful with their privacy and self-respect will not practice the prospects of progressive in-residence pregnant women care taking. The assumption is that pregnant women health information privacy and medical information fortification structures are serious for some applications. In what way this can be guaranteed is a question of a widespread civic discussion of the previous years [18].

3.4. Regulation

Regulation having some own values and is an efficient ways to secure the personal privacy and moral privileges of the pregnant womens. The EU has a series of Instructions, of which the individual information is the crucial essential to shield the privileges of its residents [24] this lawful agenda is a tool to instruct what the vital information fortification and safety constraints are of such applications and delivers to eliminate prohibited conduct that should certainly endanger the privacy of residents and clients.

3.5. Privacy Aspects

Personal privacy and protection need to be entrenched in healthcare applications to reduce the threat for the clients. Study for personal privacy improving solutions is required for applications. The healthcare market has actually acknowledged this vital and ongoing investment in technologies such as Encryption, Role-based access control, Digital Signatures, Authentication Mechanisms, Regulations on patients’ privacy at home, Data mining rules and technological measures which ensure the personal information privacy protection of patients; adversary cannot drip the personal information of clients. The European Commission, AMA and HIPPA invite such creativities and launched lately an interaction on the significance of privacy improving technologies [23-26].

3.6. Social Sculpting

Astoundingly sufficient, within the various publications in the field, very little can be located on the significance to spend in healthcare information management system modern technologies to assure personal privacy and pride of clients. In residence treatment application situations it is unblemished that concierges should have accessibility of more medical knowledge to support pregnant woman when required. Even when the pregnant woman has actually given approval this in some cases could be unpleasant. To evade these problems IoT applications for residence treatment need to have the ability to carry out pregnant women healthcare monitoring and to determine, making use of reliable intellect methods, if a pergenant
women conduct might be fit as weird and perhaps imperiling her health prompting the demand for relief from healthcare professionals. Additionally the point that considerably fewer information is communal with caretakers it creates the application additionally far much effective: Caretakers obtain a request just when reasons already existing to be troubled regarding the pregnant women.

4. Conclusion
The inspiring ravages of this system provide a strong rationale for a durable, medical trial to determine whether this pregnant women healthcare system improves pregnant women healthcare control in the community among pregnant women with uncontrolled health complication. The paper exemplified in what way IoT is utilized nowadays in experimental applications in clinics and envisages IoT application settings for pregnant women care in the future. On the basis of existing literature it determines that several these application settings are sturdily privacy intrusive. Our investigation determines that further more investment in privacy improving technologies is required to guarantee approval of the applications by the patients. It also recognizes, and this is the utmost significant conclusion, IoT based health monitoring information study as vital means to guarantee that the privacy and self-respect of pregnant women’s, especially in outdoor healthcare is esteemed.
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